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Enrollment shows increase
•
1n Grad, Undergrad, CCE
Admissions, credits the increase of
new students to a combination of
Enrollment at Xavier for the fall more personal attention and more
semester has reached an all time high information available to the inof 6476 students. This exceeds last coming student. "What we have tried
year's enrollment by 20 I students. A to do is make Xavier more visible to
total of 695 new students have students through traveling and getentered the College of Business Ad- ting out to the students, and having
ministration and College of Arts more literature available such as
and Sciences, 117 more than last viewbooks." He said that in the past
vear. In addition, the total enroll- year they have' traveled to more than
;ncnt of 1135 in Arts & Sciences is a three hundred high schools and over
25% increase over last year, which J5.000 miles. He said that prese11t
reverses a four year decline. The students play a part in revealing life
number of students in the College of at Xavier to new students. "We have
Business Administration continues around I 00 students who help out at
to grew. At present. the total the ;\dmissions office and who.
number is 696, which is the highest organize and conduct student
cnrollm·ent in the last five years.
recruits. all on a volunteer basis."
Those. enrolled in evening classes
When a'sked why the enrollment at
have increased as well. The College Xavier has gone up despite the high
of Continuing Education has a pre- costs of a college education these
sent count' of 950, which is the days, Mr. Durand said that the costs
highest in the last five years. at Xavier aren't as high as some may
Graduate School figures show 3695 think. "Based on a national average
for the current year, which is its all for . private schools, the costs at
time high. Its biggest increase over Xavier are relativelv low. For a stuthe last five .years has been in the dent living on cam.pus, ·the average
Masters of Business Administration. total budget is around $4500 a year,
. This graduate· program has shown a while here at Xavier the costs are
42% i_ncrcase i.n t~.at perio_d, partially around $4JOO." Ht'. noted.that a re~:· due,ff1 its expansron''to"<::>tlfo' Ooini- · cent ·Clumging Times article rated·
nicin College in Columbus and Tran- Xavier one of two good yet inexpensylvania University in Lexington sive colleges in Ohio. He believes
Kentucky.
that the out-of-town student.chooses
While the number of men enrolled Xavier because it is not as expensive
has dropped compared to last year, . as some institutions, it is seen as
the number of women has increased. worth the cost, ;rnd that the financial
At ·,;resent there arc 3765 men and aid program is helpful in meeting
·p I fwomen, compared to last year's their costs. He said that to the comfigures of 4046 men and 2219 muter student Xavier seems expenwomen. Business college has shown sive because it is the most expensive
a 300% increase in its women over· college in this area. Exposing Xavier
the last five years, while the College more to the out-of-town student
of Continuing Education actually seems to have paid off this year, since
has more women than men this year, those students have increased 80%
519 to 431.
this vear from 111 to 199.
·Mr. Rene Durand. Director of
D~. Raymond McCoy, Dean of

By 808 WILKING
News Stall Writer

Slaff Photo by KARL von AUTOBAHN

You know its not polite to drool, especially in the cold.

Vereb, Curl receive
Jo-nes· scholarship
This war the Ri~hard ·A. Jones
.Journalism scholarship has been
awarded to Barb Vereb and Richard.
Curl. The $900 stipend from the
scholar~hip fund has been divided
between the students in the form of a
tuition remission, explained Fr.
Lawrence Flynn. S.J., chairman of
the Communication Arts Department. Scholarship students are eligiOlc on the basis of academic
proficiency and need~ Flynn makes
his recommendation to the
scholarship committee, which makes
the final decision.
The Richard A. Jones Journalism
scholarship is one of the largest
scholarships Xavier offers. Richard
/\..Jones was a prominent Cincinnati
newspaperman. His daughter, ·Mrs.
. Alma J. Snodgrass, left $19,161.83
to Xavier University to form the
scholarship foundation. The
scholarship was not awarded for
scverill vears until 1968; since that
time it h:1s been awarded annually to

students in the Communication Arts
department.
Xavier University awards another
scholarship to students of journalism froin the Scripps~Howard.:
.lames C · Hanrahan Scholarship
Foundation. This· scholarship is a
$1000 grant awarded to Xavier undergraduates who "demonstrate
academic promise and financial
need, and who are pursuing an
academic curriculum. , .in the broadcasting or newspaper fields." The
Scripps-Howard scholarship has
been divided among CA majors
. Uorothy Countryman, Joyce
·Schreiber, and Teri Kraemer.. Like
the R.A. Jones scholarship, the
Scripps-Howard stipend is a tuition
.remission for each student's spring
semester .
Teri Kraemer, junior recipient of
· the · Scripps-Howard scholarship,
was enthusiastic ab.out her award:
"I'm very happy. I didn't expect it at
all. I wanted toapply. but I didn'texped to be picked."

the Graduate SchooL believes that
the high enrollment and good
reputation of this school is due to
four basic reasons. First. Xavier's
graduate program is· noted for its
good professors and good classes.
"Our professors arc experienced not
only in the knowlege of their field,
but also in their personal experiences
in that field." Second. Xavier offers
carefully scheduled classes at times
most convenient to the students ..
Third. Xavier is known for its quick
and efficient registration. Fourth,
Xavier's Graduate department has
skilled counselors available in the office at least every weekday and on
Siiturday mornings. He believes that
for some it is difficult to attend
graduate school thsese days, because
of all the personal expenses one has
to rncct. Such is the case in the field
of education, in which Dr. McCoy
believes Xavier has "an increasing
share of a declining market." But as
the figures show, many are willing to
invest their money and time in order
to obtain professional training in the
jobs of which they .are already
employed. He believes that part of
the reason for the high enrollment in
the graduate school results from the
expansion to the Columbus and
Lexington campuses. This enables
students who live far away" to cut
down on traveling expenses and
time.
Both men agree that the increase
in enrollment this year is partially
due to the students spreading the
word about Xavier to others in the
commmunity. As you talk about
Xavier to your friends and relatives,
you help give Xavier a good name to
them and to those whom they may
spcl1k to. This helps in a small but
sure way in keeping enrollment high
at Xavii;r.

Blackwell candid ate

for city cquncil race
Blackwell s~1id that he i'ntends to
start."building on the nucleus of the
.I. Kenneth Blackwell, directo1: of campaign organization that I have
Xavier's Office of Urban Affairs, now.".but adds, "I don't plan to be in
was named one of two official can- the woodwork. I plan to make my
.. did ates selected bv the Charter Com-· presence known."
mittee of Grciitc1: Cinciimati for the
upcoming City Council race in
November 1977.
The official a'nnounce1;1ent came
at a press conference on November
2J at the Holiday Inn; downtown.
/\lsn present at the press cor1fcrence
was l ho.: Charter's other choice, ArIn the November 18 and 19 Stunold I.. B;11'tz, a lawyer in a local law
dent Sl·nate clc.ctions. 18 stuucnts
ri rm.
ran for lhe eight open Student
Black wcll and Borll. Im ve been
Senator positions.
d..:serihed bv officials of the Charter
The new senators who took office
as being young and fresh. and
<lll December I. 1976 arL·: Jack Diaohservers sec ·the two young canmond. Ke1·in R);an. 'Kittie Pl·arson.
didates as· representing the new
generation in the political arena ..
Larry Visnic, .loan (jeanuracos, Liz
Charter President Maggie Quinn,
McGuire. Tom Brooks, 1111d Dave
former mavor ·Theodore M. Berrv
Scalctta.
·
.
·
staff Photo by R1cK BEAGLE
or the J~l) stmk11ts who l'oted iii Douglas Montgome,.Y...
and !\laynr.Bohhic Stern :1rL' among
I hi' c1L·c1i,111. 24::! were dorm st ucfrn ts ·Douglas Mcntgornery, the third pianist in Rev. Jack f-iem ·s 1-'rnw 8ef1es. ur:;1 formec! in the Xe; l'lor Tlwaim .Sunday,
the bad.'~'"' Pl' th·~ lllaL·b'.cll. Bort1
ani! J.t-.. \\'~·1,· 1_'1)1~·1n1i!lt:rs·
"l:J~·. ::8. The pi<Jces pl:·1yecf ,,ncludec:·. 2rno.,.1y 01i--:~. ·~-- :>.'.1 ...·t-:·1u.r:n s CCJn11va/.
H~ UALE PENN
News Staff.Writer

Senate
election
winners·

'f~~\;Wi\ii,1.;'i\;,;•'+·"

Free he.alth info :available
By PEG CONNELLY
New. Stiff Writer

"Fiction and Your Life" will be the subject of a talk by Rev. George
Traub. S.J.. professor of English at Xavier University, on Tuesday,
December 7, 8 p.m. at the Clovernook Country Club.
This seminar. the second of three, is a part of Xavier's Prime Time
program which aims to make the University's faculty available to
alomni and friends on a regular basis.
Fr. Traub will demonstrate how the process of writing a novel is
similar to the activities of remembering and reflecting.
As Fr. Traub puis it. each one of us is an author composing a story
that is distinctivelv our own. The story is our lite.
Reservations ar~ necessary. Call Xavier University at 745-3571.

"'"'"'

Every Sunday until the end of the first semester, the Games Room
will be offering a special to any student with a current X. U. ID card.
You will b.e able to play pool for 60cr an hour (that's one-half the
regular prlc~ of $1.20). Ping pong will cost only 30cr an hour (again
only one-half the regular price.)

"'"'"'

Sec the uncut version of CA TCH-22 in the X. U. Theatre, Saturday,
December 4 at 8:00 P.M. IT'S FREE

"'"'"'

The Activities Office is sponsoring a free van ride to Tri-County
Wednesday, December 8 for the purpose of Christmas shopping. The
van will leave the front of the University center at I :45 and return by
6: 15. Those interested should sign up at the Information Desk, and the
number of students allowed will be limited to 14.

Greater Cincinnati residents ca11
now receive free, accurate health information over the phone, th.rough a
new program at· lkthesda Hospital
called Tel-Med.
Opened in March. 1976, Tel-Med
consists ·of a library system of
telephone tapes on more than 200
health topics. The program is sponsored by Bethesda Hospital's Auxiliary as a public service to the communitv.
Peo-ple wishing information on a
particular topic call Tel-Med and request a particular tape by number. A
volunteer inserts the tape into the
play-hack machine. When the tape
is. over. it is automatically ejected
and line terminated.
Tel-Med was developed by
members of ·the San Bernardino
County Medical Society. The tapes
last 3 to 5 minutes. Each was written
by a physician who specializes in that
particular topic, and reviewed by a
member of. Bethesda's MedicalDcntal staff. The project is endorsed
by the Academy of Medicine of Cincinnati.
Tel-Med is in operation in 46cities
in 21 states. Since its creation in

1972. more than 2 million phone- it lie used in an emergency situat'ion.
calls have been made to the units.
The initial cost of the Tel-Med
The most requested tapes are those ·equipment and the lihrary of 200
dealing with tiredness, leg cramps, tapes was ahout $40,000. The onlv
aches and pains. pregnancy. VD. olhcr funds needed arc those for th~
headaches and flu.
telephone hill and the purchase of
The tapes. which are written in additional tapes.
easy-to-understand language put an
Tel-Medi:; open from IOa.m. to 7
emphasis first on prevention and p.m .. Monday through Fridav. Call
early detcGtion, and then on treat- 559-623 I to hear a tape. or 5S9-6 I 31
ment. It is not meant to replace con- for a folder listing all the tapes hv
sulation with physidans. nor should numher.
·

Forum to be held
to provide student input
There will be a forum on Friday,
December 3 of students and faculty
members to discuss a new program
which the Philosophy Department
hopes to implement in the coming
years. Sponsored by the Philosphy
Club, a group of students ~ho meet
monthly to philosophize, the forum
was requested by the department to
fulfill a need for student input. The
new program, as it is being
developed. will be a progressive
change from the present philosophy
· course offercrings. A final decision,

which will strongly affect every
Xavie( undergrad. wil be reached in
Evervone is
the ne<1r future.
\\·clcomc to attend and it \vill take
place in Roorn 223 Altar Hall on Friday. De~·cmber 3 at 1:30 p.m.
All Philosphy Club members and
other interested persons are reminded of the regular club meeting at 8
p.m. at the Pied Piper also on
December 3. Any questions.about
either activity can be an-swered by
calling Michael Brown .at 745-3365
or Kathy Robbens at 931-2489.

"'"'"'

There will be a Pied Piper Coffeehouse this Saturday, December 4
featuring Xavier Graduate Assistant Ed O'Donnell at 10:30 P.M.
Opening at 9:00 will be Mike Nicklas and Roy Brannen and closing at
midnight will be Bob· Duso Id and Elaine Furlong. These three musical
acts will be supplemented with some fine comedy, hearty fellowship,
and tasty refreshments. Admission is free but donations will be
accepted. For more information call the Pied Piper House, 3868.
Ledgewood, 745-3365.

"'"' "'·

Dartmouth College of New Hampshire took home the first-place
trophy from the 1976 Robert S. Marx Invitational Debate Tournament hosted by Xavier University.
Twenty-six colleges participated in the tournament running October
30 through November I.
The ·teams debated the resolution that "the federal. government
should- significantly strengthen the guarantee of consumer product
safety required of manufacturers."
The Marx Invitational is one of the few tourneys in the country that
helps cover debaters expenses. It is founded bv Robert S. Marx,
prominent Cincinnati attorney and judge bcf~re his death in 1960. and
an ardent debater during his days as a law student.

"'"'"'

.

Computer science careers will be explored by area high school
students attending four free programs sponsored byXavier University
in November and Decemb.:r after school.
Each session will feature a brief talk along with a question and
answer period with a computer professional from local industry.
Afterwards students will tour Xavier's computer facilities and learn of
the computer science program now availabe at Xavier.
Reservations, parking permits, and additional information about
the sessions or computer science careers can be obtained by contacting
Dr. James Delaney, Director of Computer Science Studies, Xavier
University, Cincinnati, Ohio 45207, 745-3685.

"'"'"'

(CPS) - Tired of boring lectures, tedious exams and outrageous
room and board rates in college towns? According 'to author John
Bear, there may be an easier way to get an education. "It is honestly
possible to earn a fully~accredited, legal, legitimate, even prestigious
bachelors. masters or doctorate from a nurnber of well-known colleges
without ev~r taking a single course."
In his book "College Degrees by Mail" Bear says that hundreds of
alternatives are open to students for obtaining college degrees, from
buying degrees outright and diploma mills to correspondence classes,
independent study and special exams.
He claims. that in some states you can become a p'racticing lawyer
without taking a bar exam. At other schools, you can earn a fullyaccredited bachelor of arts or sciences degree - even if you never
. finished high school - simply by passing four exams, Bear reports.

"'"'"'

PRE-REGISTR-ATION INFORMATION:
Undergraduate day pre-registration for the.spring semester 197.Twill
take place in the ..Registrar's Office, Alter 129, from Wednesday,
Decmeber 1 to Tuesday, December 14.The Schedule of Classes for the
Spring Semester 1977 and the yellow pre-registration cards will be
availabe in the Registrar's Office beginning November 22.
It is• essential· that every student consult his assigned counselor
before pre-registering. Student in the College of Business Administration must see Dr. Hayes, Alter 102A or an advisor appointed by him.
Students in the College of Arts and Sciences with a declared major
should be counseled hy the Chairman of their department or a faculty
member appointed by him. Undeclared students in Arts and Sciences
should consult Fr. Bennish, Alter 104B, Fr. Kennealy, Alter 124, or Fr.
Angilclla;Alter 125. Only the approved advisors are authori7.ed to sign
the yellow pre-registration card.

.

Es·.·,.

unless specifically stated. All editorials reflect the

·.N~~·
•Y.I

·

The Xevler Now& is the official student
newspaper.cl Xavier University. The articles, pietu res, and format are the responsibility of the
editors and do not represent the views of the administration, faculty, and student bod of Xavier
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opfnlonof
a majority
ol theEditcirialBoard
andstudo
~ot necessarily
represent
the opinion of the
dent body, faculty, or administration of Xavier
University.·
.
The News is published weekly during the school
year except during vacation and examination
periods by Xavier University, Cincinnati, Ohio
45~07. Subscriptions are 55.00 per year. The News
was entered as second class matter October 4,
1946, at the Post Office ol Cincinnati. Ohio under
the Acto of March 3, 18.79.
Letters submitted to the New1 for ublication

..The Armys come around .to believe
that women are needed ·in ·executive positions :and
that they do have the stamina to be leaders~
"I came into the Army with the idea that I'd be a supervisor, an executive. And I've
- found that to be quite the case."
·
·
Marlene Guynes is a personnel action
a.nd postal officer for the 194th Armored
Brigade at Fort Knox. She became an
Army officer after a year as an executive
administrative assistant at a major midwestern university.
"Women are treated much differently in
. the Army than they are in the outside
world. The Army's opened doors to women
in employment that corporations on the
outside haven't yet opened. We still have
some problems when it comes to getting
c~rtain jobs. For instance, sometimes it's
difficult for a woman to get a command.
But there's a lot more opportunity for advancement in the Army than in a lot of
other organizations.
"In my primary job as chief of the personnel action section, I have five people
working for me. We handle ·any actions which deal with the careers of the
Marlene Guynee, 2nd Lt., Adjutant General Corpa; Miami
5000 people· Within the brigade.•• branch
University of Ohio; BA/Frenc.b.
transfers and discharges, applications for
officer's candidate school, awards and decorations, and extensions on active duty. As
brigade postal officer, I have about 110 people. Even some captains and lieutenants,
who are the postal officers for units subordinate to the brigade, are responsible to me in
·
this capacity."
You can prepare for responsibility as an Army officer while you're earning your
college degree. Army ROTC offers you leadership courses resulting in your officer's
commission upon graduation.
,
"The best thing I've learned to be as an officer is flexible. Because you face continuous
change in the requirements of your job. It's challenging to come into a new situation
and have to take charge. You'll have some prior training, but mostly academic. And·
you have to get organized and do the job. Just since I've been here, we've completely
I'eorganized the section so that we've reduced the turnover time on personnel actions
from two days to three or four hours.
"As an Army officer, you become ready to meet any challenge or job that's put in
front of you, even some things you know absolutely nothing about. But if you were to
leave the Army after three years, this type of experience would make you a lot more
employable in the outside world."
·

ARMY ROTC.
LEARN WHAT IT TAKES TO LEAD.
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
Realistic technique depicts childhood innocence
One of the recurrent themes in
Francois Truffaut's work is that of
the child: The Mischie.fmakers, The
400 Bloll's, The Wild Child. He
remembers well his own loveless,
delinquent youth,.and still retains a
special sensitivity to children. Small
Change (l'Argent de Poche), his
latest film, is a beautiful, funny, yet
uncompromising portrayal of
children as decided individuals

handling the archetypal experience
of growing up.
Originally to be a collection of
short stories, Truffaut decided ·instead to make Small Change a movie
intcrw1.:;1ving all the characters. Set
in the small south-central French
town of. Thiers, encompassing the
last few eeks· of the school year (with
an August epilogue), the film
features-· incidents in the lives of
about twelve children, who range in
age from infancy to 14 years. Each
scene serves to illustrate Truffaut's

,.

assertion that children are more sen- taneity, because of the appreciable
sitive and perceptive than are adults, danger, because· of a definite
far more developed as individuals earthiness. Such scenes would be disthan they commonly are given credit astrous in, say, an American situafor, possessing integrity and idiosyn- tion comedy - the children would
cracy to an astonishing degree. As lisp adorably, mug horribly and be
often as not, childhood is painful, germ-free stereotypes. But Trufand if children were not resilient as faut's children arc real individuals,
well as innocent they'd never survive. handling common experience in a
Enough unintentional hurt is in- unique way. That is innocence.
It is because Truffaut's children
flicted upom children that they
generally lose much of their sensitivi- arc such individuals that they conty and innocence, becoming average vincingly carry off the truly peculiar
adults:
not malicious, but actions they do. There's stubborn litthoughtless, in turn to treat children .tie Sylvie, who is punished by being
locked at home as her parents dine
as they themselves were treated.
Small Change is a superb film on a out; no sooner do they leave the
small scale. Initially episodic as the apartment courtyard than Sylvie ancharacters are introduced, it builds, nounces via her father's bullhorn
pared of any extraneous narrative that she's hungry and imprisoned footage, a~ the protagonists of one and her parents are at a restaurant;
scene support another, or receive a the neighbors cluck in disapproval
fleeting shot in yet another sequence. and send her tidbits by pulley. In a
In fact, the editing and structure of hilarious parody of a Pathe newSmall Change is not unlike Altman's sreel, Truffaut tells the story of OsNashville; Truffaut, however, draws car, who from infancy has refused to
no· overt attention to his directorial communicate save by whistling; he
now whistles on music-hall stages all
personality or cinematic technique.
He does not reach far, but everything over Europe. The point is well made
within that reach is minutely and that adults quickly grow exasperated
lovingly examined. Small Change is when facing children's arbitrariness,
genuinely fresh, deceptively simple: although children are no more arTruffaut makes it look effortless. A bitrary than adults.
Truffaut focuses particularly
subtly realistic camera, often hand· held, shifting. back and forth from
child's-eve view to that of invisible
observe~. places the viewer right into
the field of tension. Most of the film
is in medium close-up; there's no way
to mis~ the fine points of human interaction.
,Despite all this immediacy, which
can be e.xhausting. Small Chan~e is
immensely, delightfully restorative.
Its tone is humorous and hopeful,
often whimsical, with an occasional
foray into profundity. But Truffaut's
loving camera does. most of the- .. moralizing.
The children of Small Change do
the things all children seem to do:
_ they administer hatchet-job haircuts
("Watch out for the cars"), prepare
perilous Sunday breakfasts,
awkwardly repeat dirty jokes they
don't understand, take several-story
falls to land laughing in the
shrubbery while onlookers clutch
.their hearts.' What's more, it's all
really funny - because of the spon-

·.

WHEN IT COMES TO DIAMOND EXPERTISE
WE'RE CO~PLETELY COMMITTED
We make it our business to know our diamqnds.
And that's good business. We select every
diamond with extreme care. Check each stone
for quality of cut, clarity and color. And we'll
gladly share our diamond knowledge with you.
Show you how to select the most beautiful
diamond your money can buy.·
SPECIAL
sruornr
11, Carat Diamond ......... 195
Ol!iCOUNT
CHARGE
ro ALL
1;, Carat Diamond ......... 295
ACCOUNTS
XAVIER
INVtTEO
1 Carat Diamond ......... 4~5
STUDENTS
605 Race Street
Cincinnall, Ohio

tel: 621-0704

1 hlll~d<ty. 0l'CCl11lit.H 2. rnl6

c

It's extraordinarily difficult to
upon two boys': Patrick
_Dcsmouccaux
(George make an affirmative film without
Dcsmouccaux), a twelve-year-old · coming off all sappy and reductive.
who lives alone with his paralytic Truffaut manages, and even people
father, and Julien Leclou (Philippe like me need a little leaven in our
Goldman), another twelve-year-old cynicism. If Small Change is no
who is a battered child, quietly delin- longer playing its first run at the
Carousel. wait a couple of months
quent in his self-reliance. We follow
Patrick as he develops a hopeless, and sec it when it hits the dollar
heartbreaking crush on a friend's cinemas.
-Anita Buck
beautiful, affectionate mother; fails
to kiss on his first date because he
just can't figure out how to do it; but
finally does receive his first kiss - an
anticlimactically passionless but
tender moment - a summer camp.
We follow Julien - quiet, considered a problem child who doesn't
learn his lessuns and sleeps in class
Tom Walters, Film Com-until a school physical reveals the
mittee Chairperson; has anwelter of scars covering his body; he
is taken from his mothers and grand- nounced the rest of the year's
mothers and placed in a foster home. film schedule. All showings will
Both boys are figures of hope: be in the University Center
Patrick endures repeated Theatre at 8 p.m.
humiliations as he actively seeks
December 4: Mike Nichols'
love; Julien passively endures his Catch-22, shown free;
beatings and retains an odd loyalty
January 8: Timothy Bottons
to his family, hustling petty items to in Paper Chase;
help support them. Since the two
January 11: The film version
have suffered more than other
of
LeRoi Jones' Dutchman;
children, they probably will be all the
February
19: Diana Ross in
more sensitive as adults, better
L<urv
Sings
the
Blues.
equipped to handle future pain.

Committee
announces
remaining
films

Rugger$ end season
with 9-6 loss to UC
by JIM DONUN
NIWI Sportl Wrller

The Xavier rugby team ended its
season O\'er the Thanksgiving break
with a 9-6 loss to U.C. The approximately 100 fans who
bra\·ed the freezing temperatures
\\'ere treated to an excellent game
consisting of fluid running - and
punishing tackles. that arc typical of
any X.U.-U.C. game .
.'\a,·ier tried to a\'enge last spring's
loss of 19-16 by knocking at the goal
in the first 10 minutes. however, the
Bearcats refused to let them score.
Finally kicking the ball out of
there. Bob Fernholz kicked a penalty
the Xavier 35 vard line. The M uski~s
\\'en: guilty ,;f a penalty and from
there. Boh Fer~-~icked a penalty

!.!oal. and U.C. then had a J-0 lead.
' Xader again went on the attack
and forced- U.C. into several mistakes. Three times X. U. had a penal!\; kick. and evcrv one was missed.
En:ntuall\'. dete~mination paid off
as 25 mir;utes into the first half the
Muskies forced a five-vard scrum.
.Jim Donlin picked. up the ball·
from behind the scrum and drove
over the goal for Muskies first and
only try of the game.
Jim Cakev converted the score
and X.U. no~v led 6-J.
Coming from behind. the Beareats
scored rnl~rntes before the half ended
when Bo Perrayo broke to the blind
side of Xavier's short-handed
defense as .Jeff McDonald touched it
down in the corner.

What's Happening in sporu
Bm.k~llmll

Dec . .t (Sat.)
·Dec. 7 (Tues.)

\\

Thoma~

Union. College (Ky.)
More College

Home 8:00
Home .8:00

Dayton

Away.

r~'tlin!!

Dec . .t(Sat.)

College Night
Every Friday

Profile on Soccer...
The Xavier Soccer team ended
its season with a 4-2 loss to the
Dayton Flyers. Overall, the men of
Bob McKinney went out with a
season record of 4-4-3.

IM football all-stars to play tonight·
This evening at 7:30 and 8:30 p.m.
The best of this years intramural
footballers will square off in the
stadium.
The- women's seven-thirty . game
features Coach Joe Conway's;East
Squad against Coach Matt Habash's
.West All-Stars. The brusing running
of Katie "L.Z." Pearson and the
flashing speed of the Bionic Midget.
Sheila Connolly will be displayed for
....
all too see.·

.

:,,...

College students are eligible for drawing each Friday
for two FREE dinners at Zummo's in Centerville. Come
join the fun.

Lebanon
Raceway

POST TIME

8 P.M.
TUES. thru SAT.

Route 48 North of Lebanon

Levis. for bis suys.

Each womens squad is made lip of
14 players, as with the mens 16
member squads. all players were
chosen by the .officials who work the
intramural games.

The men's game reads like a who's
ALt·ST ARS ·
who in the bruise and scar world,
1'0RTH ALl.-ST ARS . . . ...
what with Captain Cliff Robson
Mike Murray - A1•erage White Team
leading 5 players from the Average
Jim Ray - A1•erage White 1~am ·
White Team into the contest
Tony Maffia - Royals
representing the North All-Stars.
Steve Loughery -- Royals· ·
South's Team captain could care less . Greg Christensen - Royals
though, as Matt Habash of the Rock
Jim McCafferty - Cult
of Ages team told us in an exclusive
.h1y Ryan - Cult
Kevin Sofrank - C11/1
interview, "There are some students
Mel Counts - Gerha
unfortunately who are confused
lfon Havens - Gerha
about what this game means ... they
Tom Powers - Gerba
have twisted the importance of winJohn Squeri - Average White Team .
ning way out of shape ... they fail t~ · Cliff Robson - Average White. Team
see the true value in games like
Greg Schott - I fost Husman
this ... we're gonna show them what
Scott Massa - Average White 'Team·
counts ... WINNING ... GO :.
Dave Crocket - I East HUl'lllan·
SOUTH."
sol:n1 AU~-ST ARS
· Bill Schmerge - Bre11·ers
Joe lams - Canadian Cliih · ··'
Jack Rozier - Sons of Darkness
Nick Sowers . ...,- Rock o.f"Ages .. - ·
Dan Lozier - Lou's Team ... · .
Terry Carr - Rect(fiers · · ... .
Denny O'Malia - HomomQrp/li.l'm
Pat Kreke -- Wino'.1·
Matt Sokami - Brockman
Tony Keck ~ Brewers
··
Matt Habash - Rock of' Ages
Tom Schurr - Broch . · "
Dc~nv Kummercr - Homomorphism
Tom i.inderman - /.011'.1· Team
John Yulanick ....:... Pork aml-the Pigs

Invite A Student Arriving From ~
SOUTH AMERICA
To stay as a guest of you.r family:
4 to. 8 weeks -. December-January
Call 745-3355, 745-3628 (day)
761-3575 (evenings and weekends)

Xavier University
student Exchange Programs

Sales opportunity for ambitious
salesperson. Car needed, · .

AIRFLOW FILTEAS. INC.
128 BROADWAY
LOVELAND, OHIO 45140

Office: Hinkle Hall 115.
They're called Levi's for
Men. But they're for ·
anyone·with muscles.
Or a bigger frame. Great
styles, in great fabrics.
But now more comfortable. Sizes 34 to 42.-

n

.rp:

the

FLORENCE MALL

THE VERONA FATHERS
A Religious Society
For the Foreign Missions
2104 St. Michael St. I Cincinnati, Ohio 45204/(513) 921-1176
. ~e. all know how .to make love, but have you ever loved as a
Christian.7 Would you ll~e to lov~ not one, but all mankind? Are you bold
eno~g~ to devote your life to loving God's poorest and most rejected as
a m1ss10nary? A Verona Father?
·
'
For further information write:

HASSAN MOTORS, 1NC.
3813 Montgomery Road
Cincinnati, Ohio 45212
.
531 5500

Fr. Ken
2104 St. Michael St.
Cincinnati, Ohio 45204

...................__ ........

..................______.,..._____

1~513-921-1176
._
.._
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10% OFF
on ;iii Sf:rvice .?.nd p;;!rts to
.\.U. students and faculty
~:::~~ identification carus.

~

Xavier I.Jews

Performance to benefit Montessori
II) i\L\IH;o NOHIS
News Stall Writer

Presently, the Xavier Montessori
. I.ab School. loc:ltcd in the basement
of the· .Joseph building, has very
good indoor facilities but is lacking
in an ade4ualc outdoor environment
for its students.
The area now
available behind Joseph is unsuitable for student use because it is
dangerous and limited in
n:creational facilities.
Because of the need for funds to
construct in the area. Playhouse in
the Park is sponsoring· a performance of Olil'C'r! to benefit the
Mn11tessori school, on Dcccnihcr 5
at J p.m. After the performance,
there will he a party with the cast inJulie Hadden and Karen Houseman play onequipmentsimilartowhatthey cluding refreshments.
The school, directed by Patricia
hope to have at their Montessori school. Money for construction will come
Tocpkcr, has been in the .lo_seph
from a benefit performance of Oliver at Playhouse.

huilding ~incc 1967. As Ms. Toepkcr
put it, "In our cl;lssrooms we
facilitate a strong spirit of community. attention to our daily living activities, and a strong emphasis on the
ucademic areas of langmrge and
mathematics. Much concentration
and a great deal of self discipline and
control is required of the children lo
function in the indoor environment." If a pleasant and safe outdoor environment is available as
well. much of the children's
aggressive energy could be expressed
there.

Program deals with assertion rights
By MARGO NOBIS
New• Stall Writer ·

From Octobe.r :S through
November 9 .. Breen Lodge offered
assertiveness training. paying $10 of
the $25 fee for students. They felt
there is a \videsprcad need for it: especially fo.r women because nonasscrtiveness is socialized in them.
Assertiveness training teaches a
communication skill that provides
peopJc with techniques to enable
thcll) to express their feelings assertively. The major benefit is that you
cannot be manipulated by other people an.d you. will not manipulate
others. Also, you should be able to
deal more openly in relationships
with others.
Bill W·h~len and Sandy McNulty
are the co-leaders for the training.
Seven skills of assertiveness were
taught as well as the three types of
behavior: assertive, non-assertive,
and aggressive. By being assertive as
opposed io aggressive, you should
feel good about what you have dom~
and get what you want without infringing on the rights of others. Once
·the skills were learned, th!!Y were
practiced in role-playing
demonstrations.

,

I )uring the course, short range
and Ion).! ranl!c l!oals arc set: the
short n1nge ~gt><~s arc discussed
throughout the training while the
long rangi: goals arc dealt with in the
two follow-up sessions. The followups arc held a couple of months after
the training is completed and their
purpose is to discuss how the newlv
ac4uircd skills arc working and
when tlwy succeed or fail.
·

Kathy Nieder suggested offering
this course hecause she took it this
summer. at "Women Helping
Women" and felt that many Xavier
students would benefit from this
training. Breen sponsored part of the
fee because they wanted as many
people as possible to take advantage
of it. Nieder said that it has been
successful so far and Breen may offer
it again in the spring.

~·Tll

:
BASIC ASSERTION RIGHTS

\'ou have the right to:
I. Judge· your own behavior,
thoughts, and emotions, plus be
responsible and have the
respons.ibility to act on, carry
out, an.d take the consequ~nces.
2. Offer no reason or excuse for
your behavior •
.\. Change your mind.
... Make mistakes and be responsi·
hie for them.
5. To say "I don't know."
6. He independent of the good will
of others before you interact.
7. He illogical in making decisions.
8. Not understand.
9. Say, "I don't care.".
HI.To judge if you are responsible
for finding solutions to other
. people's problems.

RESEARCH
Thousands of Topics
Send for your up-to-date, 160·
page, mail order catalog. Enclose
$1.00 to cover postage· and
handling.
RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.
11322 IOAHO AVE., I 206
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
(213) 477-8474

Our research papers are sold for
research purposes only.

OFTeN £ND UP L£AD£R&
·:·iF..'t FOLLOW THE !':\&HT PERSON. ·
. ..,":, FOLLOVJ' J€SUS C~Rl5T
·-: · rRIEGT1 BROH/fR OR S/5/fR.

•''Kl'~!

!I

i.""

CONTACT: VOCAi/ON OFF/Cf:
5440 MOELLEiR AVf!. •ROOM 1>77
CttJC!NNtlf/1 Of./10 45U2. • 631-0177
TO F/NDOUT/IOW. · - · - · · · -

Tho Hudepohl Srewing Co., 1976 Cincinnati, Ohio 45203

By selling illl 625 scats forlhc play.
over S2000 could he profited.
Tncpkcr, along with Martha
McDermott, Mary Lisa Vertuca,
and Nelida Fontana, has called upon.
the co-operation of parents of
children enrolled in the· Montessori
school, as well as the support of
Xavier's faculty, alumni, students
and staff to make their first fund
raising effort a success.
Tickets for Oliver! arc $7.50 for
<rdults anti $5.00 for children and
students. Seating is on a first come,
first serve basis.

Editors
ROBERT J. STEGMOYER.
SHANNON M. FLYNN
LISA MAECHLING
ANITA BUCI,{
THOMAS FLYNN
XAVIER UNIVERSITY CINCINNATI, uHIO
I lll'l{SJ),.\Y. lll'Cl'~IHl'R :!. 1976

VXU should remain pedagogical, not become a PR tool
:. ·~.

·.~~

The weekend of Friday, Nov. ·.19 marked an important first for 31,000-watt, classical-music and public-affairs station, and WFIB, a
Xavier and its radio voice, WV XU-FM. Operating for fifty-four con- campus-only station operated by students much as is WVXU today.
It seems unlikely that Xavier has, or will obtain in the future, the
secutive hours at its newly-increased power level of 6500 watts,
WVXU originated the third annual Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra resources .necessary to run two stations. So a single;.minded push to
Marathon. which raised just over $75,000 for the CSO.
program WVXU for public consumption would probably be at the
Including professional announcers from Cleveland and expense of the station's pedagogical benefits, which of course are enWashington, D.C., numerous local air personalities, city councilman joyed only by students.
Guy Guckenberger, actor Theodore Bike!, and legendary sing-along
Already, ominous signs of university interference in what was once
ki.ng Mitch Miller, the star-studded marathon from Kenwood Mall CA territory are apparent. The Athletic Department ·plans to hire
earned national attention as the first such program to enlist the co- professional announcers to broadcast X.U. basketball games over
operative efforts of five radio sta.tions (WVXU, WLW, WLVV, WVX U. The recent controversial proposal to move WVX U and other
WLQA. and WEBN). But the flagship station was WVXU: the duty CA facilities" into the current site of Mother Tuclcer's Tavern was
ofrontinuous broadcasting and all the engineering tasks fell upon the made by the Administration, not CA; where CA was even notified of
these plans, it objected to them.
Xavier students and staff.
What is to become of WVXU-FM 91.7? Seemingly, nobody
To carry off such an undertaking only days after completing'the
power increase is a testimony to the professionalism, and certainly knows-not even Communications Arts. The primary point the
the stamina, of WVXU faculty advisors James King and Jay Adrick News wants all participants to remember is that in its present form,
and their student staff. The marathon skyrocketed public awareness WVX U is mainly a tea'ching tool. In its fashion; it's as academic as a
of WVX U,'s existence and cannot help' but increase X. U. 's communi- classroom or a biology lab. For the university to step in over CA and
reprogram WVXU .with the university's image first in mind, ifsuch a
ty prestige.
Yet the Marathon's very success could pose a threat to )VVXU's step were to be taken, would be to seriously damage a teaching facility
continued performance as an educational facility for Communic11- in the name of good public relations: a grave disservice· to CA
students, and surely a direct perversion of education priorities which
tion Arts students.
In years past, WVX U was run by the CA Department as a fraining we should hope any university holds close to heart.
The News congratuiates WVXU on its recent power increase and
lab for students interested in broadcasting. Its power never exceeded
65 watts, and many segments of Cincinnati couldn't receive its signal. marathon success: but if any major shift in university policy.toward
·
Yet WVXU's very anonymity served to protect the stude.nt staffs the station is envisioned, we cannot but counsel caution.
freedom to experiment, and the stations's open-access policy deserves
TWF
much of the credit for Xavier's excellent record producing and placing
broadcasters.
But now~ at 6500 watts, WVXU is one of Cincinnati's major
broadcast outlets, coming in loud and clear throughout the Tri-State
area and easily received as far north as Dayton. The creation of a new
faculty position for a full-time WVXU advisor, Dr. James King,
The Xavier Nell's would like to take the opportunity to recognize
could only be a prudent action on the part of an administration clear- the excellent job Social Chairperson, Tom Barry, has done in making
ly aware that Xavier would soon be judged by the community on the the recent Fall Fantasy the success that it was.
·
basis of WVXU's programming. Realistically, as one WVXU staffer
What could have been a financial disaster was turned into profitput it, "We have to be a little more careful about our programming, making venture. Funded by an appropr.iation of$ l ,975 from:the Stunow that people can hear it.".
·
dent Government Financial Board, this event was attended by 249
But what was once admirable caution may be carried too far. The couples, the most at any event of this type in recent social history.
Symphony Marathon's success may prompt the administration to Furthermore, one would only hope this marks the beginning of a new
use WVX U more aggressively as a public-relations tool. While such a trend in social planning, while indicating an increased awareness of
radio operation, programmed by professionals in the public interest, these activities by the student body.
could do wonders for Xavier's public image, it would also tend to · Mr. Barry has gained the trust of student government financial
deprive CA of one of its most valuable teaching tools.
leaders, who hopefully will consider the success of this event when
At the University of Cincinnati, the community-vs.-students con- making appropriations for future social programming.
flict was solved by creating two stations: WGUC. an all-professional,
RJS
.M.r.Presldent~~--~~~~~---------,-~----~----~--~r---------~------~r---~~--~--~--,
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for Fall Fantasy success . . . · ·-.
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Insider clarifies
CAB dispute

,.

,·

• _·:.i

etters

I am writing ·this letter as the person who sat on the Campus Activities Board (CAB) and also
rroposcd the idea of the Calendar
Coordinator.
Being the liaison hctwecn CAB
and Senate. I was to report on how
CAB was carrying out its purpose as
the calendar coordinating body.
I will admit that I was opposed to
the idea of CAB. I even stated this in
my remarks when I was nominated
for Student Senate. But I was appointed hy my fellow Senators to sit
on this hoard. I took on that responsibility because it was a challenge
and I \\·as interested in what act ivitics the students would haw. As
long as there was to be a Campus Acti\·it ics noard. I was going to mah·
s11re it \\'orkcd. The whole university
1Hn1· knows what happened. I can sav
that rru1'11 being on the inside of th~
!)()dy that ii was doomed to fail from
the hc)!inning the way its constituti(ln read.
It took over a mo1ith for CAB to
get itself to l he point that they fell
would ht• in everyone's inlt'rcst. But

at the time of the dissolving of CAB,
.they hadn't yet had any type of stan:..
dard procedure for groups to request
activities. There was always a con- ·
stant aloofness between the committee chairmen and members of the
CAB.
I am not, and. repeat, not saying
that the members ·of CAB were
wrong in anything they.did. In fact
they were giving an honest effort to
make the hodv effective. But under
the structure s~t up by last year's Student Senate it was not possible for a
set structure. Therefore thcv'had to
interpret and proceed as th~y deemed fit. which· was all according to
what the constitution said. At times
their pr0<;cdure conflicted with what
nlhcrs thought would be a better aprroach. At times even Julie
O'Donoghue disagreed but let the
judgment of CAB stand.
I wish to c.xplain to Mr. Lebowski
and Mr. Flynn that everv effort was
heing made hy Miss O'Dono1.ahue
a rid Mr .. lfoha~h to resolve the ~on
rlicts between the persons and
groups involved. The conflicts and
problems were hrought to light and
discussed at a St11dent Senate
meeting. It was these Senators who
saw that problems were mounting
and that the CAB was crumbling un-

dcr a faulty structure. This Senate is should remind Mr. Lebowski and
a completely different body than the Mr. Flynn that they resigned from
one that ratified the CAB constitu- Senate ·because it delegated all its
tion last year, except for one or two authoritv to other bodies. Now·they
people. I firmly believe that if that arc ups~t because Senate is· truly
consitution came before the current representative of the stude.nts.
St'llille it would not have passed as
Tom Brooks
written.
The new constitution allows for
no value judgments, which tend to be
discriminatory. The calendar coordinator simply takes dates from
chairmen. presidents, individuals
and puts activities on the calendar, - The_ Xavier . Piano Series.· being
providing they do not conflict. This offered by Fr. Heim. is importing a
is done on a first-come- first-serve number of well trained and highly
oasis so· that no judgments will be talented professional 1nusici:rns for
made.
our enjoyment. To date, their music
As far as ·the rounds arc concern- has been beautiful in quality if not
ed. Mr. Flynn forgels he paid a ten occasionallv controversial in selccdollar I.I). fee so:that these com- tioi1. ·Fr. ticim is offering these unimittecs can put on functions for the quc and rising artists. \1:ith his 0\\'11
studcnt,bndy. The others arc money- resources. for the sole purpose of inmaking groups, who arc given every trmlucing the Xavier conimunity to
opponunitv lo throw functions. But the unique forms classical music may
in my minci. since \VC already paid to tal\c. Whit.: conccrls of this caliber
get activities on camrus. why should have hccn long in coming to our
we dig into o.ur pockets to pay if ca1ilp11s. I would like lo ta kt· this opt here arc already paid foracti\'itics. port11nity tn thank Fr. llcim (or
This llL'W concept for simplifying beginning this series and cm·nuntge
the i'alcndar will work and puts Stu- my fellow students io come nul and
dent Senate in a position tod'feetivc- gi\'C a lislL'n.
1-'nmk X. Hujuld
ly sec that the students'. money is
gh·1:11 hack to the students. Perhaps I
Xavier News

Thanks -Heim
for Piano Series

Attitude dancing
or
The sheep look up
by Tom Flynn
Associate Editor

\'our a n~rage Xavier administrator
wouldn ·11as11en minutP.s on the front desk oh '
respeclable hotel.

-Ruy

Lehuil'.~ki

You know, the Xavier catalogue says that
the Jesuit university graduate is supposed to
learn. to make value judgments. That sounds
good to. me: let's pra~tice by ~aki.ng value.
judgments about Xavier. It m1g~t m~ue~ce
our determination to become .lesmt university
graduates.
The.judgment we make will, of course, depend out attitude: a perspective defining the
stance. we, the students. will assume while
measuring Xavier, the univc;rsity. In my experience; the hundreds of possible attitudes
tend to cluster into one of two general camps.
To wit: In one camp are those attitude~ which
help the student get as much as can be gotten
out of his university. In the other are those attitudes which help the university get as much
as can .be.gotten out of its students.
Historically, higher education in general
(and Xavier in particular) has tended to favor
the latter attitude, to the systematic disadvantage· of"tuition-paying students. This attitude
more or. less represents the traditional view of
higher education, asserting a special, quasiconfidcntial quality of the professor-student
relationship and expanding this relationship,
umbrella like, over the whole institution.

lJ ndcr its umbrella. the university is noi an ordinarv institution. Certainly it tends less to
rcscn1ble a business, t.han. say. a government
with no free elections. This is the tradition
which gives rise to platitudes like ..The student
is the univcrsitv." or to the lifelong commitment which supposedly obligates alumni to
support their alma 111atcr. The studcntunivcrsitv interface is deliberately blurred unt ii the st~1dc.nt helievcs that to attack the Uni,·crsitv is to attack himself. Wiincss the term
"alma.mater," which implies a filial obligation
since the school is "mother of the mind."
In other words. the traditional attitude lets
the university do almost anything it wants to;
tpid if the student doesn't like it. that's his fault
for lacking school spirit. The possibility that
said student is entitled to something just
because he's paying tuition with the grace and
regularity of a diarrhctic dump truck is simply
not admitted.
The ~irst 11011-trnditionul attitude, however,
starts out precisely with that student paying
his tuition. You sec, that poor bookworm is
huying something-he's party to a contractual
agreement which states that Xavier University
will provide services appropriate to the
achievement of a bachelor's degree, in exchange for cash.
Thus the university is like a department
store or;more accurately, a contractor, arraning for faculty, buildings, dorm services, activities, clerical staff, ad nauseum. And if the
university is a contractor-a business-then
the student is ... a consumer!
And what a difference that attitude makes.
The student is no longer "the university,"
choking on a filial piety which dims his critical.
faculties. The university is no longer a second
homeland or a surrogate parent. The student
and the college are forever discrete, bound as
opposite parties to a legal contract whose
terms the university must honor, to the letter.
Take a few minutes and think about the
Xavier experience in these terms. Once education is admitted to the realm of consumer
purchases, it instantly assumes a place among
the largest. A Xavier degree costs at least
$8000. Pay a few lab fees, live in the dorms,
buy a board plan, and your X. U. degree
becomes almost a $20,000 purchase-enough
to huy a modest home in an older
neighborhood.
Now what about that lousy prof who can't
teach· and runs that boring class?
The
traditionalist concedes a minor failure of the
tenure system and goes on. But to you, the
consumer, it's a hundred-and-seventy-odddollar ripoff-that's what three hours costs.
Those things you were told on your campus

tour that turned out not to be entirely truetuition-paying consumer who pays that adthc traditionalist shrugs and says "Don't fight
ministrator's salary and is in that sense his
City Hall." The ·consumer realizes. that he's
boss. If you don't get satisfaction? Write
been defrauded and charges false advertising ..
letters to the papers.
Transfer.
Or if
Force yourself to think like a consumer
necessary, sue.
sometime, and thus forearmed, stroll through
You can sue Xavier, you know! Except' for
a typical day at Muskie Tech.
Remind
some special laws guarding the confidentiality
yourself what each experience is costing, and
of records and transcripts, courts have
ask how many of them you'd deem worthwhile
generally been establishing full consumer
if you'd purchased them all separately.
rights for uni\'ersity students. Lawsuits to
I think you'll find a lot of little ripoffs you've · recover tuition paid for a valueless course have
always ignored out of some nebulous convicbecome commonplace, usually succeeding
tion that the educational enterprise is sacred
and often awarding healthy punitive damages
and a university shouldn't be judged like
as well. Disillusioned frosh are transferring
Shillito's. But Shillito's, and Xavier, and Ma
out of deceptive would-be alma maters, and
Bell. and .Joe's Gas Station are all businessessuing for false advertising and fraud with inwhether they sell products or services.for
creasing frequency, and wining.
profit or otherwise, they all give consumers
Who knows'! A nice noisy lawsuit might be
something in exchange for a healthy chunk of
just
the thing to show Xavier University that
said consumer's income-thereby entitling
the worm has turned: that the school and its
that consumer to value for his' money.
administrators and faculty exist for the benefit
So be a consumer. Go up to the administraof student-customers. not vice-versa.
tion and make your needs known-not like a
Spend a few days looking at Xavier ·like a
child mouthing off to his parents, nor like a
'60's radical who pictured the studcnt- consumer. You might emerge from the exuniversity i;itcrface in political terms ... but as a
perience read to take ihe plunge.

Marion.· more than .just an Honors-community
. 41Y .MARK MOLl.0\'
New1 Stall Wrller

What is Marion Hall'! There are
many ways to describe it: the
"Honors Dorm," the "dorm on the
other side of campus," "the place
where they ·have Mass every Thursday." Each of these statements. in
one way or another, provides a
description which fits the huge old
house af the intersection of Marion
and Dakota avenues, but none of
them can really be called an accurate
characterization of Marion.
Marion began to serve in its
current capacity as an Honors Dorm
in 1958, when Fr. John N. Felten,
S ..I. pushed for the establishment of
an honors community at Xavier; The

Hall, which had been a housing ldeallv. all of them should be able to
facility fn1: athletes and before that, a he de.scribed in this manner." So.
Jesuit residence, was selected as the ideally speaking. Marion cannot be
location for the dorm and has more entirely separated from any of the
·or less provided Xavier with at least other student residences.
one academic community ever since.
To make a distinction between
It goes almost without saying that Marion Hall'and other dorms on the
Marion is very different from any of basis of what type of student resides
the other. residence halls· at Xavier, in them is equally difficult, for while
but to state exactly what accounts the Hall seeks academically serious
for this difference is no easy task. students who have a broad range of
For instance, when Dr. Murray, interests. this type of student can be
chairman of the Classics department . found in any ~avier residence hall.
and chief faculty advisor to MarioJt Herc again. Marlon is theoretically
described the Hall as "a community no different from other dorms-the
of students who ,have academics as "Marion student" lives in a great
their chief concern and act accor- number of places.
dingly," he later added that "this by
Marion. however. c1in be differenitself. of course, makes Marion no tiated from other dorms by the
different from any other dorm. effects that its location and structure

;,. '

Marlon Hall Library
·r hui ;u;oy. December 2, 1976

apparent!\' have on the members of of thirty or fort\' students who
the com1;1unitv that resides there. ··choose io take pa;·t in the Marion
The relati\'e i~olation ilnd striking Hall Thursday night liturgics.
features of the building itself seem to
The motivation which prnmpted
make a pronounced impression on all the work done this summer
its residents and they respond to this reflects another part of the difference
in a \'cry positive fashion.
hctwcen the Marion community and
i\ good example of this response the others found at Xavier. "I really
ean he seen in ·the improvements feel tl1;ll most of the Hall 111e1nhcrs
which were made on the Hall this ha,·e a great deal of pride int heir sursummer ny both students and
roundings and I think that this pride
parents. with considerable aid from supplied the moti\'ation which
Mr. Stadtmiller and the Business Of- resulted in all the impro\'ements
fice. Through the work of Mr.
made this summer." said Hall DirecMeler. father of Hall Din~ctor. Pete tllf Meler. "Marion is a \'Cry spiritual
Meler. a heautiful parquet tloor was communitv."
restMed in the Hair Music Room.
:\or is ti1c pride manifested hy the
With the donations of a sto\'e from
peoph:: inn1l\·ed with Marion hy any
the parents of sophomore Brian
means restricted 'to tht: students who
Cmolik. a table and chairs from Mr: actual I\· li\'e in the hall. "Mcrnhers or
and Mrs. Gruber. and· a refrigerator till' ad;ninistratinn and the parents
from Mr. and Mrs. Briody. the addi- of the students rccogni1.e the pride
tion of a kiichen 11i the Hall was we haH·and i1reconsequ.:ntly willing
mad..: possible. The Briody family to help improve the hall in any way
alsll dnnated a rug which nowco\·ers they can. This sa1111.• pride is s1.·.:n.in
part 11f tlw lllhhy floor. TIK'Sl' and
many .. nutsidc" stud.:n1s. loo. :\1 uch
numerous nther donatillns from
of the Wllrk done this summer was
parents ha11.: pro\·i,kd Marion with d(lne hy stutknts who do not liw in
con1cnicnc1:s found in few other the· hall. This. l think. indicates
ph1c1:~ on c:1111pus.
another kL·y dilfcrenCt.: hetwi:i:n
ThL' ·s1 uden1s. too. haw done their
.\larilln :111d nthcr dorms. the Hall
part. (~-..ing paint pr<Hide•d hy the·
is more than just a place f'nr a gniup
l 1ni11:1:s11.1. a gn1up DI students pai- · nf,,111de111s tti li\i:: it pnn·idcs .\a\icr
11tcd 1hc 1.·ntirc third fl<wr hall and
\11th a L'(llllmunit~ 11 hich all stt1th:n1s
cL·ling. along with the lihniry. rear :11\' llL'k(lme t•• ht:L'(lllle in1·nf\cd
cnlranc:e l'll~·n :ind parts nl' the lob"
\\ith."' \lcln 'a~"
by. ~ itchen. and T. \ 1 • rnom.
It >e'c'll1'. 1hi:11. th:11 .\lari,1n cann(ll
Studcills installed a uni\.wsityh1· dc,nih1:d as ;1 dnrm. h111 •'Ill~ as a
p11rch:1.'L'd carpet i1rthc lihrar~. thus
ct1n11111111i1~. 11 j, 1111t "' n1t1ch a
prn1 iding till' Hall with both a 111or1.·
r,·,idl.'nv,· h;lil :1' a ·grnt1p 11l >tt1dc111s.
quie·t. prL·sentahk plaCL' tn study and
!>dfL'nh. /;11"1Jli.I. ;llid ildlillni,trati(lll
:1 I'<" 1111 1·a p:1 hie nl' re1.·e•i\ ing st11.·h dis•
llkillh1·1- II 11.1 li;llL' the e·t1111mnn
1ing11hhc•d ,l!tlL''ls ;1s Dr. Otto \(l'n
<!••.ii nl o1llai11i1iµ .1 1c·l;ithL·l1 'ntllHI
llap,hmg and Rohe·rt :\ti'<t~. The·
l.'dtll':tti<lll and \\ hn e\ ide•11tly reel
1:lllirc· d1apc•I '.la' repfa,tcrcd and
lh;il !his g11:1l.1.·an hi.' h1.•11c·r attained
Ill'\\ .l1·1·11ra1i11n, ·\IL'l'L' ;t<fdcd l•l !he·
:hr.111µh the• L'llnn, 11! a L'<•llllllllnity
11<111' and altar
;1n intpf"(l\<'lllent
1'1:1111hr••11µh th1.· 1111rk Pl':tn.\ oni: i11\1hid1i.;111ili1L·d 11ed;f\ h~ 1h1.•g1"<1tlf1
d11 •du;il.
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Monday

.Sunday.
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Wednesday
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00 00

X.U.

vs.
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. Thursday

Centre

Pre-registration Undergraduate
Colleges. Day Division
X. ll.
Vo II e y b a II
CI u b
organizational meeting, Regis
Room. 7:30 p.m.

10 ~\:~1~;~;~1,:~~'.s4C~~!~leeting, Breen
Debate Society Meeting, Hinkle
Hall. 2 p.m.
Pre-registration: Undergraduate
. Colleges. Day Division 1

Friday

W<~l~;~i:.~r~~::~~~;.:·~~~~1~,~~nT

a.m.
Philosophy Club Meeting, Pied
Piper, 8 p.m.
Pre-registration: Undergraduate
Colleges. Day Division

•

-~

Saturday

sti~1i1t~~. 1 ~1~~~!'.'

Rosc-llullman ln-

Pied Piper C'offeehciusc, 9 p.m. to
I a.m.
Freshmen Mixer
Baskelhall:.X.lJ. \'s. lJnion (KYJ.
HOME. 8 p.m.
i\10\'ic. Theatre. X _p.m.

-'~------------.-----------~-------------t------------+------------t-----------""'-~~~~--.....J
t~

' 2J
.-l'

Flyino Club M'<li••· Hmth
Ronm: 7 p.m. to 9 p.m.
Piano Concert, Theatre. 8 p.m.

Clef Club Christmas Concert,
Theatre

~,,
fl

Mermaid Ta,·ern, Ratterman
House. 8 p.m.
Student Senate Meeting, Emery
Board Room. 3:30
l~egistralion, College of Continuing Edpcation

Basketball: X. U. vs. Thomas
More. HOME, 8 p.m.
Sailing Club Meeting, Fordham
Room. 7:30 p.m.
Registration, College of Continuing Educaiton

Marketing Club Meeting
1-·east of the Immaculate Conception
Theatre Workshop
Pre-registration, Undergraduate
Colleges, Day Division

Motorsports Club Meeting, Breen
Lodge Garage. 4 p.m.
Debate Society Meeting, Hink le
Hall. 2 p.m.
One-act Plays, Theatre
Pre-r~gistration. Untlergraduate
Colleges. Day I)ivision

Mermaid Ta\·ern, Ratterman
House. 8 p.m.
Student Senate, OKI Room. 3:30 p.m. ·
Alpha Sigma Nu Faculty /Student
Luncheon· discussion, Faculty Dining Room, I :30 p.m.
Christmas Crafts Caravan,
lJ niversity ·Center· Lobby
Registration, College of Continuing Education

Sailing Club Meeting, Fordham
Rooin. 7:30 p.m.
Christmas Crafts Caravan,
Fordham Room, 7:30 p.m.
Registration, College of Continuing Education

Band Concert, U niversitv
Thei1tre, 1:45 to 2:15 p.m.
Basketball: X.U. vs. Evansville,
HOME. 8 p.m.
Christmas Crafts Caravan,
University Center Lobby

Motorsports Club Meeting, Breen
Lodge Garage. 4 p.m.
FINAL
DATE
FOR

A.A.S.A. College Jamboree

Kid Day
liniversih Senate Meeting
Terrace Roo~1.· 1:30 p.m. ·
'
Pre-registration: Undergraduate
Colleges and Day Division
Basketball: X. U. at Brigham
Young Cougar Classic

Basketball: X.U. at
Young Coug;~r Classic

WITHDRAWAL
FROM
cot:Rsrs WITHOUT FAILURE

_Debate Society Meeting, Hinkle
Hall. 2 p.m.

·~'.

l;

II

!,,'

-

Christmas Vacation
Holiday. All Divisions

Begins-'

Basketball: X.U. at Butler

Basketball: X. U. at Tennessee.
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Basketball: X.U. at Maryland Invitational ·

Basketball: X.U. at Maryland Invitational

NEW YEAR'S EVE

Brigham

